NOTE ON THE THEORY OF IDEALS
The following is a brief explanation of the theory of ideals of algebraic
n u m b e r s * and functions and the relation in which the theory given in the
preceding pages stands with respect to it.
Gauss (Disquisitiones Arithmeticae (1801)) was the first to consider the
laws of factorisation in a domain of whole numbers other than t h a t of rational
whole numbers 0, + 1 , ± 2 ,
H e proved t h a t two given complex whole
numbers a + b *J — 1, c + d.J—l
(a}b,c,d rational integers) have always an
H.C.F. and t h a t any such number is a unique product of prime factors.
Kummer (J. reine angew. Math. 35 (1847), 40 (1850), 53 (1857)) in extending
the research to a larger class of whole numbers found t h a t these properties
were no longer absolutely true. Nevertheless he succeeded in making such
numbers amenable to all the simpler laws of rational integers by introducing
certain ideal numbers not existing in the domain considered ; and thus laid
the foundation of the theory of factorisation of whole algebraic numbers.
Finally Dedekind (D), by using ideals instead of ideal numbers, extended
the theory to the whole numbers of any algebraic corpus and to whole
algebraic functions of one variable ( D W ) ; while Kronecker (Kr) extended
the same theory of factorisation to algebraic functions in general. Kronecker
went still f u r t h e r ; he gave the first steps of a general theory of ideals of
algebraic functions (Kr, p. 77) under the name of modular systems. I n this
general theory factorisation plays only a subsidiary part, since an ideal which
is not prime is not in general a product of prime ideals.
Modules of whole rational functions (as defined pp. 1, 2 above) are ideals
and modules in the sense of Dedekind ; and the theory of such modules is
the necessary starting point of the general theory of ideals.
An algebraic number is any root a of an algebraic equation
a0%m + a1xm-1

+ ... + am = 0

* The following are notable general accounts of the theory of algebraic numbers :
D. Hilbert. "Bericht iiber die Theorie der algebraischen Zahlkorper" (Jahresb.
d. deutschen Math.-Verein., Berlin (1897), Bd. iv).
H. Weber. Lehrbuch der Algebra (Brunswick, 2nd ed. (1899), Bd. n, p. 553).
G. B. Mathews. " Number" (Ency. Brit., Cambridge, 11th ed. (1911), Vol. 19,
p. 847)..
For other references to the arithmetic theory of algebraic numbers and
functions see (D), (DW), (K), and (Kr), p. xiii.
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in which the coefficients a 0 , al9 ..., am are rational integers. We may suppose
t h a t a0 is positive, and t h a t a 0 , <xl5 ..., am have no common factor other than
1, and t h a t the equation is irreducible in the rational domain. There is only
one set of values of a0, a1, ..., am satisfying these conditions for an assigned a.
a is called a whole (algebraic) number if a 0 = l, and is called a fractional
number if a 0 + 1 . Thus an algebraic (as well as a rational) number is integral
or fractional, b u t cannot be both. In any case a0a is a whole number (3, and
a = @laQ, i.e. the denominator of any fractional algebraic number a can be
rationalized, while the numerator remains a whole algebraic number /3.
All roots of any equation # n + C i # n ~ 1 - K . . + c n = 0 (whether reducible or
not) in which c1? c2,..., cn are rational integers are whole algebraic numbers.
For all irreducible factors of the left-hand side are of the type
xm + alxm~l +

...+am.

We omit the proof of this as of most other properties to be stated. Hence
any number is whole if it satisfies any equation of this type.
If a, /3, y, ... are whole numbers a ± /3 and a/3 are also whole numbers
(D, p. 145); and so also is any whole rational function of a, /3, y, ... with
rational integral coefficients.
A whole number a is said to have another /3 as a factor, or to be divisible
by )3, if a=/3y, where y is a whole number.
A whole number e is called a unit if it is a factor of 1; or e is a unit if e
and 1/e are both whole numbers. Thus if in the above equation a0= ± a w l = l
all its roots are units.
Two whole numbers a, /3 are said to be equivalent (as regards divisibility)
if a=ej3 where e is a u n i t ; for then any whole number which divides either
a or j3 divides the other. Such equivalence of a, fi is denoted by a ~ j8.
A corpus of algebraic numbers is the aggregate of all rational functions
(with rational coefficients) of any finite set of given algebraic numbers
ai, a 2 , ..., ak. All numbers of the corpus are rational functions of a single
element
a=

C1ai+C2a2+...+Ck(iin

where c l 5 c 2 , ..., ck are rational integers so chosen as not to be connected by
special relations.
The corpus generated by a is denoted by O (a) and the aggregate of algebraic integers included in the corpus by co (a). The order of the corpus and
of a is the degree of the irreducible equation of which a is a root.
Thus Q(l) is the corpus of rational numbers and <o (1) the aggregate of
rational integers.
Any rational function of any finite number of elements of Q, (a) is an
element of SI (a), and any whole rational function with rational integral coefficients of any finite number of elements of co (a) is an element of <o (a).
Any corpus SI (a) includes Q (1), for a / a = l .
If a0ocm + aiXm-l + ...+am = 0 is the irreducible equation of which the
element a of the corpus SI (a) is a root, the other roots a', a",..., a( m - 1 ) are
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called the conjugates of a, and 12 (a), . . . , 12 (a( m-1 )) the conjugates of 12(a).
If a is an element of 12 (a) then 12 (a') is the same as 12 (a), and if not, not.
The corpus generated by a, a, ..., a( m_1 ) is called the Galoisian domain
corresponding to 12 (a). The conjugates of any number (3=f(a) of 12 (a) are

(3>=f(a'),...,^-V=f{a^~%
The product /3/3'... jS*"1"1) is a rational number (being a symmetric function
of a, a', ..., a( w_1 )) and is called the norm of/3 and written norm (3.
Since /3 and norm (3 are both numbers in 12 (a), norm /3//3 is a number in
12(a). Moreover if /3 is a number in co (a), then /3', . . . , /3(m_1) are whole
algebraic numbers, and norm /3//3 is a number in co (a). If /3 is a unit,
/3', /3", ..., /3( m-1 ) are all algebraic units, and n o r m / 3 = ± l .
Conversely,
if /3 is a number in a (a) such t h a t n o r m / 3 = ± l , (3 is a unit in co (a).
Norm (aw + /3^4-...) is defined as n (aWu + fiWv + ...), w, #, ... being indeterminates.
12 (a) is a domain of rationality, co (a) is called a proper holoid domain
(Konig), t h a t is, a domain in which every sum, difference and product, b u t
not every quotient, of two elements is an element of the domain. A proper
holoid domain in which every pair of elements a, (3 have an H. c. F. in the
domain (defined as a factor 8 of a and of (3 such t h a t every common factor of
a, (3 is a factor of 8) is called a complete holoid domain, co (a) is not necessarily complete.
The simplest example of this last statement is the domain (o(*J — 5)
which is fully discussed b} r Dedekind (D, p. 73). If %=a + b J —b (a, b
rational) then (^-a)2 + bb2 — 0, and in order t h a t x may be whole 2a and
a2 -\- 5b2 must be rational integers, i.e. a and b must be integers. Consider
the two whole numbers 9, 3 (1 + /J - 5). If these have an H.C. F. in co (\J — 5)
it must be 3d, where S is a whole number in co(sJ — 5) which divides 3 and
1 + J - 5. But 3 and 1 -{- J - 5 are non-factorisable in co (J — 5 ) ; hence 8 = 1.
Hence the H. c.F. (if any) of 9, 3 (1 + J - 5) is 3 ; but 2 - *J - 5 is a factor of
9 and 3 (1 + ^/ —5) and is not a factor of 3. Hence there is no H. c. F., and
co (J - 5 ) is not complete. That 3 is not factorisable in co(J-b)
is shown'
by putting 3=(a + b J — &)(c + d J - 5) from which it follows t h a t
9 = (a 2 + 56 2 )(c 2 + 5d2)
and t h a t one of a 2 + 55 2 , c2 + 5d2 is 9 and the other 1, since neither can be 3.
Also if a2 + 5b2 = 9 the only solutions are « = ± 3 , 5 = 0 and a = ± 2 , b= ±1 of
which the latter must be rejected since ± 2 + ^/—5 does not divide 3.
Similarly for 1 + jj — 5. The numbers 3, 1 + J - 5 have however a common

factor (l + J^)/j2oYsJ-2

+ J~^~bnot in

co(J^E).

Another point requiring notice is the distinction between a nonfactorisable number and a prime number. A non-factorisable number in
co (a) is one which has no other factors in co (a) than such as are equivalent^to
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itself or 1.

A prime number is one which cannot be a factor of a product

(3y without being a factor of (3 or of y.

Thus 3 and 1 + J — 5 are both non-

factorisable in oo{J — 5), but neither of them is p r i m e ; 3 is a factor of
(1 + V - 5) (1 — J — 5) but not a factor

of 1 + ^ - 5

or

1 - J - 5 ; and

l + x/^5 is a factor of 6 but not a factor of 2 or 3.
In a complete holoid domain eoery non-factorisable element is prime and
every prime element is non-factorisable (K, p. 15).
Let TT be any element of the domain which is non-factorisable, and let a/3
be divisible by TT and (3 not divisible by TT. Then the H . C . F . of (3, TT~1;
H.C.F. of a(3> air~a

; H.C.F. of a/3, TT ~ H. C. F. of a/3, a?r, TT ~ H.C.F. of a, TT ;

i.e. H . C . F . of a, rr ~ 7r, or a is divisible by 7r ; hence TT is prime. Again
if TT is prime and equal to 73-^2, one of TI^, 7T2 is divisible by TT and the
other is a u n i t ; hence TT is non-factorisable.
I t is to be noticed that the proof depends only on the notions of product,
quotient, and H.C.F., and is therefore applicable to any domain in which each
pair of elements a, (3 has a product a/3, and an H. C. F. S (defined as above), and
may or may not have a quotient y, defined by a—(3y.
In a complete holoid domain any element which is not an infinite product
of factors {not counting unit factors) is a unique product of prime factors if
equivalent factors are regarded as the same factor.
For any element wThich is not prime is a product of two factors neither of
which is a u n i t ; each of these again if not prime is a product of two factors,
and so on. Hence any element which is not an infinite product is a product
of prime factors pi'lp22 ...pjr.
This resolution into factors is unique in the
sense of equivalence; for if pi1 ... prlr~q{'lh
... gsWs, where ql9 q2, ..., qs are
primes and none of them units, px must be a factor of qx or q2 ... or qs, and if
a factor of qu then pi~qi\
from which the rest follows.
The domain of all algebraic integers is a complete holoid domain
(D, p. 247) but contains no prime numbers, since any number a has an
infinite number of factors, e.g. ^Ja. This property of completeness is peculiar
to n u m b e r s ; it does not hold for functions, not even for relatively whole
algebraic functions of a single variable.
No number in GO (a) can be an infinite product, for otherwise its norm,
which is a rational integer, would be an infinite product of rational integers.
Hence if co (a) is complete each number in it is a unique product of prime
factors.
All the above remarks concerning algebraic numbers (with the exception
noted) apply mutatis mutandis to algebraic functions. The only difference
is t h a t there are two kinds of whole algebraic functions, relative and absolute.
An algebraic function is any quantity a which satisfies an algebraic
equation
A0zm + A1zm-1 + ... + Am=0
in which the coefficients A0, Aly ..., Am
n varia bles X\, oc2, ..., xn.

are whole rational functions of
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a is called a relatively whole (algebraic) function if A0 does not involve the
variables. In this case the numerical coefficients of Ai, A2i...,
Am may be
any real or complex numbers, whether algebraic or not. Moreover z is whole
relatively to x1, x2, ..., xr if A0 involves xr + 1, . . . , xn only.
a is called an absolutely whole (algebraic) function if A$ = l and the
numerical coefficients of Ax, A2, . . . , Am are rational integers.
In the case of functions 12(1) is the corpus of rational functions, and
co (1) the aggregate of whole rational functions.
I n still continuing to speak of algebraic numbers it will be understood
t h a t what is said applies equally to algebraic functions. In considering the
properties of algebraic numbers we naturally regard the numbers of a corpus
Q, (a) and the domain co (a) included in it as the principal subject of investigation, since these answer the most nearly to the numbers of O (1) and co (1).
Q, (a) and more especially co (a) are further subdivided. Dedekind defines
a rmodule in Q, (a) to be the aggregate of all numbers (or functions)
«i ai + a2 a2 + a3 «3 + • • •>

where a1? a 2 , ... are fixed elements of Q, (a) and a1,a2, ... any elements of co (1),
t h a t is, rational integers in the case of number modules and whole rational
functions (relative or absolute) in the case of function modules. If a l9 a 2 , ...
are whole numbers, that is, elements of co («) instead of £2 (a), the module is a
module of whole numbers. Any module of whole numbers (or functions) has
a finite basis (/xl9 /x2, ..., /**) ; and any module of fractions with a finite basis
(ai, a 2 , . . . , afc) is practically the same thing as a module of whole numbers,
since a l5 a 2 , . . . , afc can be multiplied by a rational integer a so as to become
whole numbers /xb /x 2 ,..., /*#, and then any element of the module (ah a 2 ,..., ak)
is equal to the corresponding element of the module (/xi, /x2, . . . , /*&) divided
by a. There are modules of fractions with infinite bases ; but they seem to
be unimportant, and it would be simpler to restrict the meaning of the term
module to a module of whole numbers or functions. A module would then
be defined as any aggregate of elements of co(a) such t h a t if ai, a2 are any
two elements of the module, ax + a2 and aax are also elements of the module,
where a is any element of co (1).
An involution of whole functions is any aggregate of elements of co (a)
such that if ai, a2 are any two elements of the involution, ai-\-a2 and cax are
also elements of the involution, where c is any constant. I n the absolute
theory the elements of co (a) are absolutely whole functions and c a rational
integer.
Dedekind's definition of an ideal is similar but still more fundamental.
An ideal is any aggregate of elements of co (a) such t h a t if a1? o2 are any two
elements of the ideal, ai + a2 and fxat are also elements of the ideal, where /JL
is any element of co (a). Every ideal has a finite basis (aira2, . . . , ak) and is a
finite module (a 1; a 2 , ..., a{) ; but not every module of whole numbers or
functions is an ideal. In the domain of whole rational functions an ideal
and a module are identical.
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Kummer had found that the integers of a corpus did not necessarily
satisfy all the simple laws of rational integers, or in other words they need
not form a complete holoid domain. I t occurred to Dedekind (and apparently
independently to Kronecker) to consider in this case not the individual
integers of a corpus only but sets of integers. For this purpose Dedekind
made use of the ideals already defined. We shall in the first place consider
ideals from a rather abstract point of view. The remarks apply also to
some extent to modules and involutions.
The aggregate of elements of an ideal (<ii, a 2 , ..., ak) constitutes an image of
the properties possessed in common by all the elements of the aggregate, and
especially of properties of divisibility (if any) common to ai, a2, ...,a fc . The
term ideal should strictly be applied to these properties common to all
the elements, whatever they may be ; but it is more convenient and
concise to define the ideal as the aggregate of elements itself. This point of
view, viz. that the ideal is a set of properties rather than a set of numbers or
functions, is the justification for saying t h a t each element of the ideal contains or is divisible by the ideal, since it possesses all the properties in
question. Kronecker makes use of another image, in some respects simpler,
viz., aiUi + a2u2 -f ... + akuk or a1 + a2u +... +akuk~\ where u, uu u2, ..., %
are indeterminates. This is not called an ideal because the term had
already been appropriated by Dedekind with a different meaning, but it
takes the place of Dedekind's ideal.
Thus at the outset we can form a natural conception of what should
be meant by saying that an ideal (ai, a2> •••»«*;) contains or is divisible by
another ( 0 i , 0 2 , ...,0z). The conditions should be t h a t each of ai, a 2 , ..., a&
is an element of ( 0 i , 0 2 , ...,-0?) ; for all elements of (ai,a 2 , ..., ak) will then
possess all the properties possessed in common by all the elements of
(0i» 02 5 ...jft), and this apart from the fact t h a t we may be unable to state
explicitly what these properties are.
Again we can give a natural meaning to the G.C.M. and the L.C.M. of two
ideals. The G.C.M. or H.C.F. of (o l5 a 2 , ...,a&) and ( 0 i , 0 2 , ..., ft) should be an
ideal (yi, y 2 , ...) contained in both such t h a t every ideal contained in both is
contained in (yi, y 2 , . . . ) . There is one and only one such ideal, viz. the ideal
(al9 <x2, ..., afc,0!,0 2 , ...,ft), cf. § 23. The L.C.M. should be an ideal ( y i , y 2 , . . . )
which contains both and such that every ideal which contains both contains
(y l5 y 2 , . . . ) . Again there is one and only one such ideal, viz. the ideal whose
elements consist of all elements of o> (a) containing both (ai^^, ...,ak) and
( 0 i , 0 2 , ..., 0^). These elements constitute an ideal by definition.
But the crux lies in the difficulty of attaching a natural meaning to the
term product.
The product of two ideals should be an ideal whose properties
consist of the product of the properties of the two ideals, and to this product
of properties we cannot attach a meaning a priori from the definition of an
ideal. Moreover the aggregate of the products of any element of (a1? a2, ..., ak)
and any element of (0 1? 0 2 , ..., 0Z) does not constitute an ideal. The best t h a t
can be done is therefore to define the product of these two ideals to be the
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ideal (..., a^-, ...), i=1, 2 , . . . , k,j=l, 2, ..., I. This ideal includes all products
a/3 of elements of the two ideals, and in addition all sums of such products.
I t could not be told beforehand to what a theory based on so tentative
a definition might lead.
We may say that the fact of an ideal containing another is a case of true
divisibility if it always follows as a necessary consequence t h a t the first
is the product of the second and a third ideal (the converse being true
by definition). This is exactly what Dedekind proved to be t h e case for all
ideals of algebraic numbers and relatively whole algebraic functions of one
variable, b u t only by means of a long series of subsidiary theorems. I t
followed t h a t any such ideal could be uniquely expressed as a product
of prime ideals. We know however t h a t this is not true for ideals of
functions of more than one variable, since it is not true for modules of
rational functions. Also it is not true for ideals of absolutely whole algebraic
functions of one variable ; e.g. (x) contains (#, 2 ) * b u t is not the product
of (x, 2) and a third ideal; for the residual (x)/(x, 2) is (#), and (x) is not
the product of (#, 2) and (x).
Kronecker's theory (Kr) concerns whole algebraic functions in general,
and one of its remarkable features is that it applies to absolutely whole
as well as to relatively whole functions. The absolute theory is based
on the following fundamental theorem, which is proved by Konig (K, p. 78) :
V /i>/2> •••>/«; are anU & polynomials in ?/,1? u2, •••» H cany product of
coefficients of / i , / 2 , ...,/& taken one from each, and Hi, n 2 , ... the coefficients of
the polynomial f f2 ... fa ; then n satisfies identiccdly an equation of the type
n p+n

(1) p-1

n

+n (2) n p - 2 + ... +n(p)=o,

where n(*) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree i ( ^ = 1 , 2 , . . . , p) in n l 5 Ilg,...
with rational integral coefficients.
Kronecker gives the theorem in the second of the two memoirs referred
to in (Kr), having discovered it after the first memoir was written.
He
states it for two polynomials fa, fa in a single letter u or x.
Konig gives
the theorem in the more general form above. I t is not generally necessary to
introduce more than one letter or indeterminate u. If we suppose fa, fa, ••-,/&
to be polynomials of degrees l\,l2, ..., 4 i n a single letter u the number of
the quantities n is (lt + 1 ) (l2 +1)... (4+1)» while the number of the quantities
II!, n 2 , . . . (which are sums of the quantities n ) is only lx + l 2 + . . . + lk + 1 ; and t
9

__(l1 + l2 + ... + lk)l

h\h\...h\

'

* In the relative theory (x, 2) = (1), but not in the absolute theory. In the
absolute theory a module in n variables can be of rank n + 1 (cf. § 47); such in fact
is any module which has some rational integer (bnt not unity) as a member, or
any module which has no spread and is not (1). In both the absolute and relative
theories the non-proper module (1) is without rank.
f The value found for p by Konig for the case k = 2 is (Zi + Z2 + l)J/2 1 !(Z 3 + l) !,
which is not symmetrical in Zj, l2. It can be proved that p need not be greater
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Let the coefficients of f,f2,
...)/& be absolutely or relatively whole
algebraic functions of n variables tvl9 x2, ..., xn. These all belong to and
determine a corpus of functions. Let Mu M2,..., Mk be the ideals determined by the coefficients of / i , / 2 , ...?/& respectively, and M the ideal
( n 1 , n 2 , . . . ) determined by the coefficients of ff2 .../&. Then n is any
element of the basis of the ideal Mx M2... Mk, and n(*) is an element of
the ideal Ml (and of the involution Ml).
Kronecker says t h a t a quantity n which identically satisfies an equation
of the above type (where n ^ is any element of the ith power of a given ideal
M) contains M in the ivider sense of the word, n contains M in the strict
sense if it is an element of M, i.e. if it satisfies a linear identity of the above
type. One ideal contains another (in the wider sense) if each element of (the
basis of) the first contains the second (in the wider sense) ; and if each of two
ideals M, M' contains the other (in the wider sense) M, M' are said to be
equivalent in the wider sense. We denote such equivalence by M~ M',
having already denoted strict equivalence by M=M'.
Kronecker also
remarks that (in the wider sense) if M contains M' and M' contains M"
then M contains M". Consequently if i f - M' and M- M" then M' ~ M".
If M, M1, M2, ..., Mk have the meanings given to them above ive have
M~3I1M2...Mk.
This conception of wider equivalence is of considerable importance, and
is specially applicable to Kronecker's theory. To any ideal M of a given
corpus of functions there corresponds a unique closed equivalent ideal M0
within the corpus. The elements of M0 consist of all whole functions n of
the corpus which satisfy identically an equation of the type

n p +n( 1 )n p-1 +n( 2 )n p - 2 +'... + n(p) = o,
where n^) is an element of M\
equation

Any

n which satisfies identically an

ncr+n0(1)ntr-1+n0(2)n(r-2+...4-no(<7)==o,
where n 0 ^ is an element of MQ1, satisfies a linear identity of the same type
All ideals in the corpus equivalent to M are
and is an element of M0.
equivalent to if 0 . A closed ideal may have relevant imbedded spreads; the
closed module (#!2, ,%\%2) is an example.
If {speaking in the ivider sense) M' contains M" then MM' contains MM",
and conversely if MM' contains MM" then M' contains M"; consequently
if MM'-MM"
then
M'~M".
This theorem is not true for strict (or linear) equivalence, i.e. if MM' = MM"
it does not follow t h a t M' — M" (see § 24, Ex. i) unless i f is an unmixed ideal
of rank 1 (defined below).
than the smaller value given above, while for some of the products n the value of
p is less. In the cases of the first and last product n it is evident that p = l.
If l1 = l2 = 2, p is 3 for the middle product n , and 6 for the others, except the first
and last.
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M=(au

a 2 , ..., afc), M, = (a1', a2', ..., a'&'), M/, = (a1", a2", ..., a ' V ) .

Then if i f ' contains J / " each element a of the basis of M' satisfies an
identity
a ,p + a ( 1 ) a , P - l + a ( 2 ) a , P - 2 + . . . + a ( p ) = 0 ,
where a® is an element of M"\ i.e. a homogeneous polynomial in a/', a2", .••> a"fc"
of degree z with whole functions of the corpus for coefficients. Putting
aaj = a we have
aP + a (

1

)a.ftP-l

+ a(

2

) a .2 a P-2 + ... + a (p) a .P =

0 )

1

where a(*) a / is an element of (MM") ; hence a contains MM", i.e. MM'
contains MM". Conversely, given t h a t MM' contains MM", aaj contains
MM" where a is any element of M\ i.e. we have an identity
(a'ajYJ + ft-(1) (a'atfj " * + ft-(2) (a'a,-)P./ ~ 2 + ... 4- ^

= 0,

i

where /3/) is an element of {MM") ={al, a 2 , ..., afc)* (a/', a 2 ",..., a'VO*- Hence
this identity is homogeneous and of degree pj in a i , a 2 ,..., afc, and arranging i t
in power products of these, each coefficient is homogeneous and of degree pj in
a', ai", a 2 ",..., a'V'- There are £ such equations _for the same a', viz. when
j = l, 2, ..., £ The resultant of the & equations with respect to ai,a 2 ,...,a f c
is a homogeneous equation in a', a/', a2", ..., a'V/ of degree kp1p2...pln since it is
homogeneous and of degree p1p2...pjclpj in the coefficients of thejth equation.
Also since the resultant is homogeneous in a', a/', a 2 ",..., a'V/, and is found by
a purely algebraical process, we can find the coefficient of a/kpiP2'"Pk in i t by
supposing all of a/', a2", ..., a'V' to be zeros. The resultant then becomes the
resultant of (a' a i ) P l , (a'a2)P2, ..., (a'ak)Pk, viz. a '* P l P 2 - p *
The coefficient of this
term is therefore 1. Hence a contains M", i.e. M' contains M".
The above properties are true not only for ideals but also for modules
and for involutions whether of absolutely whole or relatively whole algebraic
functions.
Kroneckers way of considering a set of whole algebraic quantities
ao,a!,...,a z (numbers or functions) is more direct than Dedekind's. H e
sets them in a frame or form*
aw = a 0 + a i W + a2 lt2+ ... + a ^ z ,
where a is an indeterminate. Instead of power products of one indeterminate
u we could use I indeterminates ul9 u2, ..., %L\ or power products of any less
* We use the term form here and later as meaning a representation which is
not a function but is subject to algebraic laws and operations. The form becomes
a function of u if u is regarded as a variable or parameter.
The notation au for a form is copied from Konig; and the notation for an ideal
M— (a0, a i , ..., az) is the same as that used in the text for a module. Kronecker's
notation is quite different; e.g. he uses M for an element which is denoted above
by a, and the term modular system as equivalent to divisor system or basis.
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number. T h e indeterminates serve merely to separate t h e quantities
a 0 , ai, ..., aj. Kronecker then expands norm a„ in powers of w, viz.
norm au = (a0 + ai W + . . . + a*Ul) (a0' + a/^ + . . . + a{ul)...
...(ao(^-i)+fll(^-i)^+... +

= 2Po + ^ + 2 W + . . . + *****

a z (^-V)

(k = lm),

where F0,Fu...,Fk
are whole rational functions of
If i^0, i ^ , ,..,Fk have an H.C.F. Z), which may be a rational integer only, or
a whole rational function of .%, #2» •••,#«> then, having regard to the fact that
norm aM is the product of the above factors, we may say that a 0 , au ..., az have
something in common of the nature of a factor, which may be called their
ideal common factor, and may be represented by the form au. So long as
this factor I), which is the complete partial resolvent of rank 1 of the module
(F0i Fi, ..., Fk\ is only taken into account, while the partial resolvents of
higher rank are neglected, Kronecker's theory is a theory of factorisation
only.
Dedekind had established a theory of factorisation of whole algebraic
numbers, which he subsequently extended t o relatively whole algebraic
functions of one variable. Considering that t h e factorisation of whole
rational functions is exactly parallel t o t h a t of whole rational numbers
the question naturally arises whether t h e factorisation of whole algebraic
functions is parallel to t h a t of whole algebraic numbers. Kronecker proved
t h a t i t was absolutely parallel.
Kronecker says t h a t au and norma M are primitive or unit forms if Z) = l.
This is legitimate in a theory of factorisation. Later he says that they
are properly primitive only if the module* (F0i Fl9 . . . , i ^ ) = (l). If D =t=l
then norm au\D is a unit form.
Kronecker names a w /(norm auJD) an
u
algebraic modulus or divisor,'-1 which may be interpreted, an "equivalent
of aM" in respect t o divisibility and factorisation. Konig names aM/eM, where
eu is any unit form in a> (a), an ideal whole quantity of a> (a); and accepts the
rather absurd paradox t h a t the sum of two such quantities is their H. c. F. I t
would be preferable to name au/eu an ideal whole form.
He proves that such
ideal forms can be uniquely resolved (in the sense of equivalence) into products
of prime ideal forms, and shows how for a given form the prime factors can
be actually found.
To compare two forms au and au' Kronecker considers the fraction au'/'au
and rationalizes the denominator by multiplying numerator and denominator
by n o r m a j a . , , which is a (strictly) whole form in co (a). If the new numerator
au' norm au/au is divisible by the D of the new denominator norm au then the
form ciu is said t o be divisible by the form alt. If further the quotient of
* The module (F0, Fi, ..., Fk) is the aggregate of all whole rational functions
AoFQ + AiFi+...+AkFk,
and the ideal (F0, F1, ..., Fk) in the domain <a(a) is the
aggregate of all functions /30F0 + /3i^i + ••• +PkFki where /30, ft, ..., (3k are elements
of w(a).
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au' norm au/au by D is a unit form, then au'/au = €u,/€Ui where ew, eu' are both
unit forms, and the ideal forms au, au' are equivalent as regards divisibility.
The divisibility of au' by au is the same thing as the divisibility of t h e
ideal (a0', a / , . . . , dv) by the ideal (a 0 , ai, . . . , ai) in the case of algebraic
numbers and relatively whole algebraic functions of one variable ; but not
in other cases. This, as we show below, is a consequence of the fact t h a t in
these two cases (F0i Fu . . . , Fk) = (D).
Let i f be the ideal (a 0 , a l5 ..., az), and, as before, let
norm an = F0 + Fxu + ... + Fkuk

(k = Im).

w-1

Then, in the Galoisian domain 12 (a, a', ..., a( )), the ideal (F0, Fu ..., Fk) is
equivalent to the product of Mand its conjugates J/"', J/", ..., M(m~l\ by the
fundamental t h e o r e m ; and another ideal (F0\ Fi, ..., F'k>) obtained in a
similar way from any other basis of M is equivalent to (F0, Fu ..., Fk), i.e. a
homogeneous equation of degree p exists between F/, FQ,F19 ..., Fk, in which
the coefficient of F(? is 1, and the other coefficients are whole elements of t h e
Galoisian domain. By rationalizing the equation it follows t h a t the modules
(F0, Fu ..., Fk), (F0\ Fi, ..., F'v) are equivalent. Hence we may define
the rank of the ideal M and of the form au to be the rank of the module
(F0, Fi, ..., Fk). We may also say t h a t the ideal M is unmixed in the
wider sense if the closed module equivalent to (F0i Fu ..., Fk) is unmixed.
A principal ideal is an ideal ((3) having a basis consisting of a single
element /3.
I t can be proved without difficulty t h a t the only ideal in a given corpus
12 (a) equivalent to a principal ideal (f$) is the ideal (/3) itself.
The ideal M above is called an unmixed ideal of rank 1 if (F0, F1, ..., Fk)
is a principal ideal, i.e. if (F0i Fl9 ..., Fk) = (D)3=(l).
Suppose now t h a t i ¥ = ( a 0 , a l 5 ..., ai) is an Unmixed ideal of rank 1, and
t h a t the form au' is divisible by au in the sense defined above. Then, putting

we are given t h a t (a0' + a1,u + ...-f avuv) ((S()+(Slu+...+j3k-iUk-1)
by D. Hence a//3y is divisible by Z), i.e. a//3y==i)&y. Hence

is divisible

Multiplying by au, and putting Fi=D<f)ii we have

Hence

(fo0, fti, • • , ft,fc-z) (ao, «ij — , a*)~(a/)W>o, <£i, • • , <t>k) = {*i\

since ( $ 0 , 0 2 , ..., (fe) = (l), and (a/) is a principal ideal.

Hence

(a 0 \ a/, ..., oV) = (..., /%, ...)( a 0, «l, •••, ai) (i=0, 1, ..., l\j = 0, 1, ..., £ - £ ) .
Conversely, if an ideal (a0', a/, ..., aV) contains an ideal (a 0 , a l5 ..., az) the
form aM' is divisible by t h e form au, since at norm aM/aM, and therefore also
a/ norm aw/aw, is divisible by D.
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Hence an ideal (a0', a/, ..., a'y) which contains an unmixed
ideal
(a 0 , al9 ..., a-j) of rank 1 is the product of (a 0 , a l5 ..., az) and a third ideal
(..., j8y, ...), i.e. iV Aas (a 0 , a l5 ..., a?) as a true factor. This includes
Dedekind's principal result, since all ideals considered by him are unmixed
ideals of rank 1. If the ideal (a0', a/, ..., a'v) is also unmixed the quotient
(..., /%, ...) is also unmixed. Hence there exists a theory of factorisation for
the whole aggregate of unmixed ideals of rank 1 in a corpus O (a).
It follows that an unmixed ideal (a 0 , a l5 ..., aj) of rank 1 can be multiplied
by a second, unmixed ideal of rank 1 so as to become the 'principal ideal (/3),
where (3 is any element of (a 0 , a1? ..., aj).
If it be true that any ideal of rank 1 must contain an unmixed ideal of
rank 1, which is obvious in the two cases considered by Dedekind, but has not
been proved in general so far as I know, then any unmixed ideal of rank 1 is
a unique product of unmixed prime ideals of rank 1. For, assuming the t r u t h
of the hypothesis, it can be shown that any two given unmixed ideals J/, M'
of rank 1 which have a common factor must have an H. C. F., viz. the unmixed
ideal M" of rank 1 such t h a t (if, M') = M"M'", where M'" is either (1) or of
rank > 1. I t can be easily proved that the ideals M'', M'" thus defined are
unique, and that any unmixed ideal of rank 1 which is a factor of M and of
i f is a factor of 31"; hence M" is the H.C. F. of M and M'. I n the cases
considered by Dedekind (M, M') is itself an unmixed ideal of rank 1, and
M" = (M, M'). I cannot say whether this resolution into prime factors is
exactly what is meant by Kronecker in his statement X I I I , p. 89 ; and
I cannot attach any true meaning to the parallel statement X I I I ° , p. 92,
regarded as an extension of X I I I .
Kronecker also considers another kind of divisibility of a form au' by
a form au, which is more adaptable to the general theory of ideals. A form
au might be defined as divisible by au if the ideal M' = (a0'y a/, ..., a'v)
contains the ideal if—(ao, a15 ..., a{) in the strict sense. This definition is
open to the objection t h a t au'j3u could be divisible by auf3u without au' being
divisible by au. The objection disappears when a wider definition is taken,
viz. t h a t auf is divisible by au if M' contains M in the wider sense.
The necessary and sufficient condition that any given ideal
M'=(a0',

ay, ..., av)

may contain any other given ideal M=(a0, a l5 ..., a-j) in the wider sense is
t h a t the ideal corresponding to au' norma u /a u contains the ideal (F0i Fl9...,
Fk)
corresponding to norm au in the wider sense, tvhich is the same thing as
containing the module (F0i Fly ..., Fk) in the wider sense. In other words,
it is necessary and sufficient that each of the k — l + l' + l coefficients a" of
the form au' norm au/au should satisfy identically an equation of some degree
p which is homogeneous in a", F0, Fl9 ...,Fk,the
coefficient of a"p being 1,
and the other coefficients whole rational functions.
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